Wherever People Meet, Whenever People Travel

Delta

DELTA 430 & 430-PLUS
Large chair with fold down seat.
Mobile seat with a unique concept. Automatic tip-up mechanism that allows the seat to
be installed in conference halls, thus optimizing the space. Can be anchored as desired,
for use in multiple activities (work, catering, etc.)

The difference between the 430 and 430-plus is in the structure. The 430 model has a
special steel tube, with arc welding and continuous wire feed. While the 430-plus has an
exclusively designed steel tube, with no welding joints.

DELTA 433
System of beam-mounted seats with individual
armrests, in groups of 3, 4 or 5 units.
FS Bench: benches are anchored directly to
the floor with a tubular steel pedestal and
mounting plate. Tip-up seat without system to
fix in open position.
L Bench: freestanding aluminum pedestal
does not need to be anchored to the floor.
Fixed seat. Polished pedestals optional.
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FUNCTIONAL SPECS
A chair specifically designed for multi-purpose halls, and which is particularly suitable for
use in conference halls. This traditional model offers the qualities required by this type of
versatile, group seating.
It comes with a joint system which is easily transportable and stackable when the lectern
is installed. Numbering is optional and the seat may be affixed.

The key feature of this chair is its tip-up seat system. This mechanism, which is a
standard feature of this model, ensures that the seat remains folded when not in use.
The advantage of this is that users will always be
able to move freely between rows, with the
increased comfort and safety that this implies.
This feature allows the venue’s capacity to be
increased by up to 15%, without reducing user
safety or comfort.
The seat can be anchored into its natural position,
as required by the user, allowing the chair to be
used for other purposes such as in dining rooms,
meeting rooms, etc.
Due to the folding of the automatic seating, room
safety increases as greater ease of movement
between rows is achieved
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Seat and backrest can be in plastic, leather or upholstered with a painted metallic
structure.

This is a chair with armrests. The seat and backrest
are two separate parts manufactured from injected
polypropylene. This means that the position of the
backrest does not depend on that of the seat and
that, as such, the chair provides optimal support for
the back. Painted steel armrest and leg structure.
Aluminum backrest anchor support.
The chair is stackable when the seat is folded. A
sturdy linking system that allows straight rows to be
formed is a standard feature. The metal structures of
this series are manufactured in metallic grey or black
paint. Optional row and seat numbering system.
Fire response: this product complies with
international regulations.
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DIMENSIONS
Delta 430

Delta 430-plus

Delta 433
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TECHNICAL SPECS
Structure:
➢ Special steel tube, arc welding with continuous wire feed. (430 and 433)
➢ Exclusively designed steel tube. No welding joints (430-plus)
Polypropylene:
➢ Material: Polypropylene Copolymer
➢ Traction resistance (ISO 527-2): 26 MPa
➢ Elasticity modulus (ISO 527-2): 1250 MPa
Paint:
➢ Electrostatic polyester powder
➢ Coat thickness: 70-80 microns
➢ Cross-cut adhesion test UNE-EN ISO 2409: 100%
Upholstery:
➢ Fire standards:
· Spain: UNE-EN 1021 Parts 1 and 2
· USA: CAL T.B. 133 (with approved fabric)
Aluminum:
➢ Material: UNE L-2630
➢ Density: 2.7 gr/cm3
➢ Traction resistance: 240 MPa
Finished Product:
➢ UNW-EN 16139
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